Abstract. ATPboost is a system for solving sets of large-theory problems by interleaving ATP runs with state-of-the-art machine learning of premise selection from the proofs. Unlike many previous approaches that use multi-label setting, the learning is implemented as binary classification that estimates the pairwise-relevance of (theorem, premise) pairs. ATPboost uses for this the XGBoost gradient boosting algorithm, which is fast and has state-of-the-art performance on many tasks. Learning in the binary setting however requires negative examples, which is nontrivial due to many alternative proofs. We discuss and implement several solutions in the context of the ATP/ML feedback loop, and show that ATPboost with such methods significantly outperforms the k-nearest neighbors multilabel classifier.
1. multilabel classification: we treat premises used in the proofs as opaque labels and we create a model capable of labeling conjectures based on their features, 2. binary classification: here the aim of the learning model is to recognize pairwise-relevance of the (conjecture, premise) pairs, i.e. to decide what is the chance of a premise being relevant for proving the conjecture based on the features of both the conjecture and the premise. Most of the machine learning methods for premise selection have so far used the first setting [3, 9, 11] . This includes fast and robust machine learning algorithms such as naive Bayes and K nearest neighbors (k-NN) capable of multilabel classification with many examples and labels. This is needed for large formal libraries with many facts and proofs. There are however several reasons why the second approach may be better:
1. Generality: in binary classification it is easier to estimate the relevance of (conjecture, premise) pairs where the premise was so far unseen (i.e., not in the training data). 2. State-of-the-art ML algorithms are often capable of learning subtle aspects of complicated problems based on the features. The multilabel approach trades the rich feature representation of the premise for its opaque label. 3. Many state-of-the-art ML algorithms are binary classifiers or they struggle when performing multilabel classification for a large number of labels. Recently, substantial work [2] has been done in the binary setting. In particular, applying deep learning to premise selection has improved state of the art in the field. There are however modern and efficient learning algorithms such as XGBoost [5] that are much less computationally-intensive then deep learning methods. Also, obtaining negative examples for training the binary classifiers is a very interesting problem in the context of many alternative ATP proofs and a feedback loop between the ATP and the learning system.
Premise Selection in Binary Setting with Multiple Proofs
The existence of multiple ATP proofs makes premise selection different from conventional machine learning applications. This is evident especially in the binary classification setting. The ML algorithms for recognizing pairwise relevance of (conjecture, premise) pairs require good data consisting of two (typically balanced) classes of positive and negative examples. But there is no conventional way how to construct such data in our domain. For every true conjecture there are infinitely many mathematical proofs. The ATP proofs are often based on many different sets of premises. The notions of useful or superfluous premise are only approximations of their counterparts defined for sets of premises.
As an example, consider the following frequent situation: a conjecture c can be ATP-proved with two sets of axioms: {p 1 , p 2 } and {p 3 , p 4 , p 5 }. Learning only from one of the sets as positives and presenting the other as negative (conjecture, premise) pairs may considerably distort the learned notion of a useful premise. This differs from the multilabel setting, where negative data are typically not used by the fast ML algorithms such as naive Bayes and k-NN. They just aggregate different positive examples into the final ranking. Therefore, to further improve the premise selection algorithms it seems useful to consider learning from multiple proofs and to develop methods producing good negative data. The most suitable way how to do that is to allow multiple interactions of the machine learner with the ATP system. In the following section we present the ATPboost system, which implements several such algorithms.
2 ATPboost: Setting, Algorithms and Components ATPboost 3 is a system for solving sets of large-theory problems by interleaving ATP runs with learning of premise selection from the proofs using the stateof-the-art XGBoost algorithm. The system implements several algorithms and consists of several components described in the following sections. Its setting is a large theory T , extracted from a large ITP library where facts appear in a chronological order. In more detail, we assume the following inputs and notation:
1. T -names of theorems (and problems) in a large theory T . 2. P -names of all facts (premises) in T . We require P ⊇ T . 3. Statements P of all p ∈ P in the TPTP format [15] . 4 . Features P -characterizing each p ∈ P . Here we use the same features as in [11] and write f p for the (sparse) vector of features of p. 5. Order P (< P ) -total order on P ; p may be used to prove t iff p < P t. We write A t for {p : p < P t}, i.e. the set of premises allowed for t. 6. Proofs T for a subset T ⊆ T . Each t ∈ T may have many proofs -denoted by P t . P t denotes the premises needed for at least one proof in P t .
Algorithms
We first give a high-level overview and pseudocode of the algorithms implemented in ATPboost. Section 2.2 then describes the used components in detail. Algorithm 1 is the simplest setting. Problems are split into the train/test sets, XGBoost learns from the training proofs, and its predictions are ATPevaluated on the test set. This is used mainly for parameter optimization. Algorithm 2 evaluates the trained XGBoost also on the training part, possibly finding new proofs that are used to update the training data for the next iteration. The test problems and proofs are never used for training. Negative mining may be used to find the worst misclassified premises and to correspondingly update the training data in the next iteration. Algorithm 3 begins with no training set, starting with ATP runs on random rankings. XGBoost is trained on the ATP proofs from the previous iteration, producing new ranking for all problems for the next iteration. This is a MaLARea-style [16] feedback loop between the ATP and the learner.
Components
Below we describe the main components of the ATPboost algorithms and the main ideas behind them. As discussed in Section 1, they take into account the binary learning setting, and in particular implement the need to teach the system about multiple proofs by proper choice of examples, continuous interaction with the ATP and intelligent processing of its feedback. The components are available as procedures in our Python package.
Algorithm 1 Simple training/test split.
Require: Set of theorems T , set of premises P ⊇ T , Proofs T , Features P , Statements P , Order P , paramsset, params model .
Algorithm 2 Incremental feedback-loop with training/test split.
Require: Set of theorems T , set of premises P ⊇ T , Features P , Statements P , Proofs T , Order P , paramsset, params model , paramsnegmin (optionally).
M ← TrainModel(D, params model )
5:
Rtrain ← CreateRankings(Ttrain, M, Features P , Order P )
6:
Rtest ← CreateRankings(Ttest, M, Features P , Order P )
7:
Ptrain ← ATPevaluation(Rtrain, Statements P )
8:
Ptest ← ATPevaluation(Rtest, Statements P )
9:
Update(Proofstrain, Ptrain)
10:
Update(Proofstest, Ptest)
11:
if paramsnegmin then
12:
D ← NegativeMining(R, Proofstrain, Features P , Order P , paramsnegmin)
13:
else
14:
D ← CreateTrainingSet(Proofstrain, Features P , Order P , paramsset)
15: until Number of Proofstest increased after Update.
Algorithm 3 Incremental feedback-loop starting with no proofs.
Require: Set of theorems T , set of premises P ⊇ T , Features P , Statements P , Order P , paramsset, params model , paramsnegmin (optionally).
1: Proofs
8:
R ← CreateRankings(T, M, Features P , Order P )
9:
P ← ATPevaluation(R, Statements P )
10:
Update(Proofs T , P)
11:
12:
D ← NegativeMining(R, Proofs T , Features P , Order P , paramsnegmin)
13:
D ← CreateTrainingSet(Proofs T , Features P , Order P , paramsset)
15: until Number of Proofs T increased after Update.
CreateTrainingSet(Proofs T , Features P , Order P , params). This procedure constructs a TrainingSet for a binary learning algorithm. This is a sparse matrix of positive/negative examples and a corresponding vector of binary labels. The examples (matrix rows) are created from Proofs T and Features P , respecting Order P . Each example is a concatenation of f t and f p , i.e., the features of a theorem t and a premise p. Positive examples express that p is relevant for proving t, whereas the negatives mean the opposite. The default method (simple) creates positives from all pairs (t, p) where p ∈ P t . Another method (short) creates positives only from the short proofs of t. These are the proofs of t with at most m + 1 premises, where m is the minimal number of premises used in a proof from P t . Negative examples for theorem t are chosen randomly from pairs (t, p) where p ∈ A t \ P t . The number of such randomly chosen pairs is ratio · N pos , where N pos is the number of positives and ratio∈ N is a parameter that needs to be optimized experimentally. Since |A t \ P t | is usually much larger than |P t |, it seems reasonable to have a large ratio. This however increases class imbalance and the probability of presenting to the learning algorithm a false negative. This is a pair (t, p) where p / ∈ P t , but there is an ATP proof of t using p that is not yet in our dataset.
TrainModel(TrainingSet, params). This procedure trains a binary learning classifier on the TrainingSet, creating a Model. We use XGBoost [5] -a state-of-the-art tree-based gradient boosting algorithm performing very well in machine learning competitions. It is also much faster to train compared to deep learning methods, performs well with unbalanced training sets, and is optimized for working with sparse data. XGBoost has several important parameters, such as numberOfTrees, maxDepth (of trees) and eta (learning rate). These parameters have significant influence on the performance and require tuning.
CreateRankings(C, Model, Features P , Order P ). This procedure uses the trained Model to construct Rankings C of premises from P for conjectures c ∈ C ⊆ T . Each conjecture c is paired with each premise p < P c and concatenations of f c and f p are passed to the Model. The Model outputs a real number in [0, 1], which is interpreted as the relevance of p for proving c. The relevances are then used to sort the premises into Rankings C .
ATPevaluation(Rankings, Statements). Any ATP can be used for evaluation. By default we use E [14] 4 . As usual, we construct the ATP problems for several top slices (lengths 1, 2, . . . , 512) of the Rankings. To remove redundant premises we pseudo-minimize the proofs: only the premises needed in the proofs are used as axioms and the ATP is rerun until a fixpoint is reached.
Update(OldProofs, NewProofs). The Update makes a union of the new and old proofs, followed by a subsumption reduction. I.e., if premises of two proofs of t are in a superset relation, the proof with the larger set is removed.
NegativeMining(Proofs T , Rankings T , Features P , Order P , params). This is used as a more advanced alternative to CreateTrainingSet. It examines the last Rankings T for the most misclassified positives. I.e., for each t ∈ T we create a set MP t of those p that were previously ranked high for t, but no ATP proof of t was using p. We define three variants:
1. negmin_all: Let m t be the maximum rank of a t-useful premise (p ∈ P t ) in
t is then added as negatives to the examples produced by the CreateTrainingSet procedure. The idea of such negative mining is that the learner takes into account the mistakes it made in the previous iteration.
Evaluation
We evaluate 5 the algorithms on a set of 1342 MPTP2078 [1] large (chainy) problems that are provable in 60s using their small (bushy) versions.
Parameter tuning: First we run Algorithm 1 to optimize the parameters. The dataset was randomly split into a train set of 1000 problems and test set of 342. For the train set, we use the proofs obtained by the 60s run on the bushy versions. We tune the ratio parameter of CreateTrainingSet, and the numberOfTrees, maxDepth and eta parameters of TrainModel. Due to resource constraints we a priori assume good defaults: ratio = 16, numberOfTrees = 2000, maxDepth = 10, eta = 0.2. Then we observe how changing each parameter separately influences the results. Table 1 shows the ATP results for the ratio parameter, and Figure 1 for the model parameters.
It is clear that a high number of negatives is important. Using ratio = 16 Table 1 : Influence of the ratio of randomly generated negatives to positives. proves 6% more test problems than the balanced setting (ratio = 1). It is also clear that a higher number of trees -at least 500 -improves the results. However, too many trees (over 8000) slightly decrease the performance, likely due to overfitting. The eta parameter gives best results with values between 0.04 and 0.64, and the maxDepth of trees should be around 10.
We evaluate Algorithm 1 also on a much bigger ATP-provable part of MML with 29271 theorems in train part and 3253 in test. With parameters ratio = 20, numberOfTrees = 4000, maxDepth = 10 and eta = 0.2 we proved 58.78% theorems (1912). This is a 15.7% improvement over k-NN, which proved 50.81% (1653) theorems. For a comparison, the improvement over k-NN obtained (with much higher ATP time limits) with deep learning in [2] was 4.3%. Incremental feedback loop with train/test split: This experiment evaluates Algorithm 2, testing different methods of negative mining. The train/test split and the values of the parameters ratio, numberOfTrees, maxDepth, eta are taken from the previous experiment. We test six methods in parallel. Two XGB methods (simple and short) are the variants of the CreateTrainingSet procedure, three XGB methods (negmin_all, negmin_rand and negmin_1) are the variants of NegativeMining, and the last one is a k-NN learner similar to the one from [11] , used here for comparison.
The experiment starts with the same proofs for training theorems as in the previous one, and we performed 30 rounds of the feedback loop. Figure 2 shows the results. All the new methods largely outperform k-NN, and XGB_short is much better than XGB_simple. I.e., positives from too many proofs seem harmful, as in [12] where this was observed with k-NN. The differences between the XGB variants short, negmin_1, negmin_all, and negmin_rand do not seem significant and all perform well. At the end of the loop (30th round) 315-319 theorems of the 342 (ca 93%) are proved. Incremental feedback-loop with no initial proofs: This is the final experiment which corresponds to the Algorithm 3 -there is no train/test split and no initial proofs. The first ATP evaluation is done on random rankings, proving 335 simple theorems out of the 1342. Than the feedback loop starts running with the same options as in the previous experiment. Fig. 3 shows the numbers of theorems that were proved in the subsequent rounds, as well as the growth of the total number of different proofs. This is important, because all these proofs are taken into account by the machine learning. Again, k-NN is the weakest and XGB_simple is worse than the rest of the methods, which are statistically indistinguishable. In the last round XGB_negmin_rand proves 1150 (86%) theorems. This is 26.8% more than k-NN (907) and 7.7% more than XGB_simple (1068). 
